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Abstract
We consider reflector imaging in a weakly random waveguide. We address the sit-
uation in which the source is farther from the reflector to be imaged than the energy
equipartition distance, but the receiver array is closer to the reflector to be imaged than
the energy equipartition distance. As a consequence, the reflector is illuminated by a
partially coherent field and the signals recorded by the receiver array are noisy. This
paper shows that migration of the recorded signals cannot give a good image, but an
appropriate migration of the cross correlations of the recorded signals can give a very
good image. The resolution and stability analysis of this original functional shows that
the reflector can be localized with an accuracy of the order of the wavelength even
when the receiver array has small aperture, and that broadband sources are necessary
to ensure statistical stability, whatever the aperture of the array.
1 Introduction
Sensor array imaging in a scattering medium is limited because coherent signals recorded at
the source-receiver array and coming from a reflector to be imaged are dominated by inco-
herent signals coming from multiple scattering by the medium. For instance, in a randomly
perturbed waveguide, it is known that the field becomes completely incoherent when the
propagation distance becomes larger than the equipartition distance, which corresponds to
the distance beyond which the source energy has been shared equally among all the propa-
gating modes [10, Chapter 20]. As we will see, if the distance between the source-receiver
array and the reflector is larger than the equipartition distance, then classical migration of
the signals recorded at the array cannot give a good image.
Sources can be expensive or difficult to implement but receivers can be cheap and easy
to implement, so an imaging problem in which there are a few sources (all of them being
far from the reflector) and many receivers (some of them being close to the reflector) is
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of theoretical and practical interest. If there is a unique source far from the reflector
(farther than the equipartition distance) and if the receiver array is close to the reflector
(closer than the equipartition distance), then classical migration of the recorded signals
fails again. This was shown is various contexts and we will show it again in the waveguide
geometry. However, in such a situation, another kind of migration can be used: from the
work devoted to coherent interferometry imaging [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and ambient noise imaging
[9, 12, 16, 17, 18], it is known that migration of cross correlations of noisy signals can be more
stable than migration of the signals themselves. The migration of cross correlations of noisy
signals recorded by auxiliary passive arrays was proposed by [3] in geophysical contexts and
analyzed recently in randomly scattering open media in [14], and we would like to address
the same problem in the waveguide geometry. Indeed the number of propagating modes is
finite in the waveguide geometry so that the statistical behavior of partially coherent fields
in random waveguides is very different from the open medium case [11, 10]. In our paper,
we show that, if a receiver array can be placed close to the reflector to be imaged, then the
cross correlations of the incoherent signals on this array can be used to image the reflector.
We will give a detailed resolution and stability analysis. We will show that the statistical
stability requires a broadband source and that good resolution and stability properties do
not require the receiver array to span the whole cross section of the waveguide, which is an
effect specific to the waveguide geometry.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the mathematical background
of the imaging problem in a random waveguide. In section 3 we describe and analyze the
classical migration functional using the recorded signals and show that it cannot give a
good image when the propagation distance is beyond the energy equipartition distance. In
section 4, we introduce the correlation-based imaging functional; it has two versions which
correspond to the time-harmonic case and the broadband case. In section 5, we analyze
the resolution of the proposed imaging functionals. Detailed analyses are provided for full
aperture and limited aperture arrays. These results are based on the statistical average
of the imaging functionals. The variances of these functionals are very important as well
because they determine the statistical stability of the imaging functionals. In section 6, we
study the variances of the imaging functionals. Some concluding remarks are listed at the
end of the paper.
2 Mathematical Formulation of the Imaging Problem
2.1 The ideal waveguide
We consider linear scalar (acoustic) waves propagating in a two-dimensional space. The
governing equation is
∆p(t,x)− 1
c20
∂2p
∂t2
(t,x) = F (t,x). (2.1)
Here p is the scalar field (acoustic pressure); c0 is the speed of propagation in the medium
(sound speed); F (t,x) models the forcing term. We consider a waveguide geometry, and we
decompose the spatial variable x as (x, z). That is, z ∈ R is along the axis of the waveguide
while x ∈ D denotes the transverse coordinate, and D = (0, a) is the transverse section of
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the waveguide. We assume that the forcing term is localized in the plane z = 0:
F (t,x) = f(t)δ(x− xsource), (2.2)
where xsource = (xs, 0) for some xs ∈ D. We assume that the medium is quiescent before
the pulse emission, that is
p(t,x) = 0, t≪ 0. (2.3)
We consider Dirichlet boundary conditions at the boundary of the waveguide:
p(t,x) = 0, x ∈ ∂D × R = {0, a} × R. (2.4)
Using the Fourier method, the scalar field can be written as a superposition of waveguide
modes. A waveguide mode is a time-harmonic wave of the form pˆ(ω,x)e−iωt with frequency
ω, where pˆ satisfies the time-harmonic form of the wave equation (2.1) without a source
term:
∂2z pˆ(ω, x, z) + ∆⊥pˆ(ω, x, z) + k
2(ω)pˆ(ω, x, z) = 0. (2.5)
Here, ∆⊥ = ∂2x is the transverse Laplace operator in the transverse section D with Dirich-
let boundary conditions; k(ω) = ω/c0 is the homogeneous wavenumber. Consequently,
(2.5) can be solved using the eigenmodes of ∆⊥, that is, using the orthonormal basis
{φj(x)}j=1,2,··· of L2(D) given by
−∆⊥φj(x) = λjφj(x), x ∈ D. (2.6)
The eigenvalues are simple, satisfying 0 < λ1 < λ2 < · · · . The eigenvalues and eigenvectors
are given by
φj(x) =
√
2√
a
sin(
pijx
a
), λj =
pi2j2
a2
. (2.7)
Using the method of separation of variables on (2.5), we see that the waveguide mode
pˆ(ω, x, z) can be further written as superposition of pˆj(ω, x, z) = φj(x)e
±iβj(ω)z , where
β2j (ω) = k
2(ω)− λj . (2.8)
For a given frequency ω, there exists a unique integer N(ω) such that λN(ω) ≤ k2(ω) <
λN(ω)+1:
N(ω) =
⌊ ωa
pic0
⌋
. (2.9)
Here and in the sequel, ⌊b⌋ means the integer part of a real number b. The modes
{pˆj(ω, x, z) = φj(x)e±iβj(ω)z}j=1,...,N(ω) are propagating waveguide modes and {βj(ω)}j=1,...,N(ω)
are called the modal wavenumbers. On the other hand, {pˆj(ω, x, z) = φj(x)e±|βj(ω)|z}j>N(ω)
are evanescent modes because they decay as z goes to ∓∞.
3
2.2 The randomly perturbed waveguide
From now on we assume that the waveguide is randomly perturbed and the scalar field
satisfies the perturbed wave equation
∆p(t,x)− 1
c2(x)
∂2p
∂t2
(t,x) = F (t,x), (2.10)
where c(x) is the randomly heterogeneous speed of propagation of the medium. We consider
the case where the typical amplitude of the fluctuations of the speed of propagation is small,
which we call the weakly random regime. When the correlation length of the fluctuations
is of the same order as the typical wavelength the interactions between the waves and the
randommedium become nontrivial. Due to the small amplitude of the fluctuations, however,
the effect of the interaction becomes important only after a long propagating distance.
More exactly we assume that a randomly heterogeneous section in z ∈ [0, L˜0] is sand-
wiched in between two homogeneous waveguides: The speed of propagation is of the form
1
c2(x, z)
=
{
1
c20
(1 + εν(x, z)) if (x, z) ∈ [0, a] × [0, L˜0],
1
c20
otherwise
(2.11)
Here, ν is a mean-zero, stationary and ergodic random processes with respect to the axis
coordinate z. It is assumed to satisfy strong mixing conditions in z. The relative amplitude
of the fluctuations of the speed of propagation is denoted by ε. We assume that the cor-
relation length of the random perturbation is of the same order as the typical wavelength
λ(ω0) = 2pic0/ω0 = 2pi/k(ω0), for ω0 the central frequency of the source. We assume that
the propagation distance L˜0 is much larger than the typical wavelength. We will see that
the interesting regime is when the ratio λ/L˜0 is of order ε
2, so we introduce the normalized
propagation distance L0:
L˜0 =
L0
ε2
.
In this regime the cumulative effects of the interaction of the scalar wave with the small
fluctuations of the speed of propagation become of order one.
For a fixed frequency ω, the Fourier transformed scalar field pˆ(ω, x, z) defined by
pˆ(ω, x, z) =
∫
p(t, x, z)eiωtdt
satisfies the equation
∂2z pˆ(ω, x, z) + ∆⊥pˆ(ω, x, z) + k
2(ω)[1 + εν(x, z)]pˆ(ω, x, z) = fˆ(ω)δ(x − xs)δ(z). (2.12)
To solve this equation, we make the following two simplifications that are justified in [10,
Chapter 20] or [11].
Ignoring the evanescent modes. First, we only consider the propagating modes:
pˆ(ω, x, z) =
N(ω)∑
j=1
φj(x)pˆj(ω, z). (2.13)
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This is valid because we are mainly concerned with the scalar field for z ≫ 1 and the
evanescent modes decay exponentially fast. Furthermore, we parameterize the complex
mode amplitude pˆj(ω, z) by the amplitudes of its right- and left-going components. Let
aˆj(ω, z) and bˆj(ω, z) be the amplitudes of these components, defined by
pˆj =
1√
βj
(
aˆje
iβjz + bˆje
−iβjz
)
,
dpˆj
dz
= i
√
βj
(
aˆje
iβjz − bˆje−iβjz
)
. (2.14)
Using these representations, one obtains a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
for {aˆj , bˆj} [10, Section 20.2.4] or [11, Section 3.1]. The coefficients of the system depend
on the integrated quantities of the form
Cjl(z) =
∫
D
φj(x)φl(x)ν(x, z)dx. (2.15)
This system of ODEs is closed by the boundary conditions at z = 0 where the source F is
imposed and at z = L˜0 = L0/ε
2 where there is no left-going component.
Forward scattering approximation. Second, we neglect the left-going (backward) propa-
gating mode, assuming that they do not interact with the right-going ones. This is valid in
the limit ε→ 0 when the second-order moments of ν satisfy certain conditions [10, Section
20.2.6] or [11, Section 3.3]. In this case, the rescaled amplitude
aˆεj(z) = aˆj(ω, z/ε
2)
of the right-going wave satisfies
daˆε
dz
=
1
ε
H(a)ω
( z
ε2
)
aˆε, (2.16)
where aˆε denotes the N(ω)-dimensional vector (aˆε1, . . . , aˆ
ε
N(ω))
′ and H(a)ω is a N(ω)×N(ω)
complex matrix with components
H
(a)
ω,jl =
ik2
2
Cjl(z)√
βjβl
ei(βl−βj)z. (2.17)
Define the propagator matrix Tε(ω, z, z0) to be the fundamental solution of the system
(2.16), i.e.,
dTε
dz
(ω, z, z0) =
1
ε
H(a)ω
( z
ε2
)
Tε(ω, z, z0), (2.18)
with Tε(ω, z = z0, z0) = I. Then aˆ
ε(ω, z) = Tε(ω, z, 0)aˆε(ω, 0), where the initial amplitude
aˆε(ω, 0) is determined by the source F . In fact, integrating (2.12) across the plane z = 0
and using (2.12,2.14), we find that
aˆl(ω, 0) =
1
2i
√
βl(ω)
fˆ(ω)φl(xs), l = 1, . . . , N(ω).
Consider an array of receivers located in the plane z = L˜ of the random waveguide
section, where
L˜ =
L
ε2
, (2.19)
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Figure 1: Schematic of the imaging problem. A point source (circle) in the plane z = 0
emits a short pulse that propagates through the random waveguide. The target (square) in
the plane z = z˜r is a reflector. The receiver array (triangles) in the plane z = L˜ records the
signals.
and 0 < L < L0. Let T
ε
jl(ω) be the jl-entry of the propagator matrix T
ε(ω,L, 0). It is the
rate of conversion of the initial l-mode into the j-mode in the plane z = L˜ = L/ε2 of the
random waveguide section. In particular, we have
aˆj(ω, L˜) = aˆ
ε
j(ω,L) =
N(ω)∑
l=1
T εjl(ω)aˆ
ε
l (ω, 0) =
N(ω)∑
l=1
1
2i
√
βl(ω)
T εjl(ω)fˆ(ω)φl(xs). (2.20)
Repeating the argument above, we see that the field beyond L˜, that is aˆ(ω, z) = {aˆj(ω, z)}N(ω)j=1
for z > L˜ = L/ε2, are related to aˆ(ω, L˜) = {aˆj(ω, L˜)}N(ω)j=1 as follows
aˆj(ω, z) =
N(ω)∑
l=1
T εjl(ω, ε
2z, L)aˆεl (ω,L).
Since the random waveguide is stationary, {T εjl(ω, z, z0)}N(ω)j,l=1 has the same distribution
as {T εjl(ω, z − z0, 0)}N(ω)j,l=1 . Therefore, we can apply (3.8) and (3.10) in Proposition 3.1
and conclude that T εjl(ω, ε
2z, L) ≈ δjl in probability provided that z − L˜ ≪ ε−2. This is
equivalent to say
aˆj(ω, z) ≈ aˆj(ω, L˜), for 0 ≤ z − L˜≪ ε−2.
Using this approximation and the expressions (2.13) and (2.14), we can write the scalar
field at z > L˜ with z − L˜≪ ε−2 as:
pˆ(ω, x, z) =
N(ω)∑
j,l=1
1
2i
√
βl(ω)
√
βj(ω)
T εjl(ω)fˆ(ω)φj(x)φl(xs)e
iβjz. (2.21)
2.3 Modeling the point reflector
In the imaging problem to be investigated (see Figure 1), the goal is to locate a point
reflector centered at xr = (xr, z˜r) from signals recorded at the receiver array in the plane
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z = L˜ = L/ε2. The reflector is supposed to be at a relatively small distance (compared to
ε−2), that is to say
z˜r =
L
ε2
+ zr, 1≪ zr ≪ ε−2. (2.22)
Note that we also assume that zr ≫ 1, i.e. the distance between the reflector and the
receiver array is much larger than one (the order of magnitude of the wavelength), to ignore
the evanescent modes emitted by the reflector. The reflector can be modeled as a local
change in the density and/or the bulk modulus of the medium, so that the sound speed is
locally modified as
1
c2(x, z)
=
1
c20
(
1 + εν(x, z)
)
+
1
c2r
1Ωr(x, z), (2.23)
where Ωr is a small domain around xr := (xr, z˜r) which represents the center of the reflector;
cr is a parameter characterizing the contrast of the reflector. With this modification, the
right-hand side of (2.5) should have an additional term −(ω/cr)21Ωr pˆ(ω, x, z). We assume
that the diameter of the scattering region Ωr is small compared to the typical wavelength
and that the velocity contrast is such that σr := c
−2
r |Ωr| satisfies σr ≪ 1. Then we can
model the scattering region by a point reflector
1
c2r
1Ωr(x, z) ≈ σrδ(x− xr).
Born approximation. The above setting allows us to solve the scalar field with the
presence of the point reflector using the Born approximation for the reflector. Given a fixed
frequency ω, we have
pˆ(ω, x, z) ≈ pˆp(ω, x, z) + pˆs(ω, x, z). (2.24)
Here, pˆp is the primary field induced by the source F propagating through the random
waveguide and computed in the previous section (Eq. (2.21)), and pˆs is the secondary field,
that is the first-order scattered field due to the additional source −ω2σrδ(x − xr)pˆp at the
reflector:
∆pˆs(ω, x, z) + k
2(ω)
[
1 + εν(x, z)
]
pˆs(ω, x, z) = −ω2σrδ(x − xr)pˆp(ω, xr, z˜r). (2.25)
Note that in the Born approximation one replaces the full wave field at the reflector by the
primary field in the right-hand side of (2.25).
The primary field is solved exactly as in the previous section. Summarizing the results
there, one obtains that for z ≥ L˜ and z − L˜≪ ε−2,
pˆp(ω, x, z) =
N(ω)∑
j,l=1
fˆ(ω)
2i
√
βl(ω)
√
βj(ω)
T εjl(ω)φj(x)φl(xs)e
iβjz. (2.26)
The secondary field satisfies (2.25). Again, we solve this equation using the orthonormal
basis {φj(x)}j=1,...,N(ω) and we ignore the evanescent modes. Since the reflector is within
a distance smaller than ε−2 from the receiver array, for L˜ < z < z˜r, the propagator matrix
from z˜r to z can be approximated by the identity matrix in probability, and we only need
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to decompose the secondary source at the reflector into waveguide modes. Using (2.25), the
decomposition (2.14) and the fact that there is no left-going wave from z > z˜r, we find that
bˆsj(ω, z) =
iω2σr
2
√
βj
φj(xr)pˆp(ω, xr, z˜r). (2.27)
We note that there is no right-going secondary wave because we do not consider back-
scattering of the left-going secondary wave near the receivers. Finally, recall the expression
of the primary field at the reflector (2.26), we obtain for z ∈ [L˜, z˜r) that
pˆs(ω, x, z) =
N(ω)∑
j=1
φj(x)
1√
βj
bˆsj(ω, z)e
−iβj(z−z˜r)
=
N(ω)∑
j,l,m=1
ω2σrfˆ(ω)
4βj
√
βm
√
βl
T εlm(ω)φj(x)φj(xr)φl(xr)φm(xs)e
−iβj(z−z˜r)eiβlz˜r .(2.28)
3 Migration-Based Imaging Functional
In this section, we introduce the classical imaging functional to localize the point reflector
using the scalar (pressure) field recorded at the receiver array at z = L˜. This imaging
functional is based on the migration of the array data to a search point (xS, z˜S). Our goal
is to show that classical Kirchhoff migration functional does not give a good image when
the medium between the source at z = 0 and the receiver array at z = L˜ is scattering.
The data of scalar (pressure) field recorded by the receivers are
{p(t, x, L˜) | t ∈ R, x ∈ D}.
Note that we consider in this section the full aperture case: the receivers span the whole
cross section of the waveguide and they record data at all time. We consider the frequency-
and mode-dependent data
pˆj(ω, z = L˜) =
∫ ∫
p(t, x, z = L˜)φj(x)dxe
iωtdt.
According to the analysis carried out Section 2.3, it can be decomposed as
pˆj(ω, z = L˜) = pˆpj(ω, z = L˜) + pˆsj(ω, z = L˜).
From (2.26) and (2.28) the primary and secondary contributions are
pˆpj(ω, z = L˜) =
fˆ(ω)
2i
√
βj(ω)
eiβj
L
ε2
N∑
l=1
T εjl(ω)√
βl
φl(xs), (3.1)
pˆsj(ω, z = L˜) =
1
βj(ω)
φj(xr)e
iβjzrq(ω, xr, z˜r), (3.2)
with
q(ω, xr, z˜r) =
N∑
l,m=1
ω2fˆ(ω)σr
4
√
βm(ω)
√
βl(ω)
T εlm(ω)φl(xr)φm(xs)e
iβl(ω)z˜r ,
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which can be interpreted as an illumination of the reflector. The secondary contribution
pˆsj contains the information about the reflector, and its form (3.2) motivates the definition
of the Kirchhoff migration imaging functional:
IKM(xS, zS) = 1
2pi
∫
1
N(ω)
N(ω)∑
j=1
βj(ω)φj(x
S)e−iβj(ω)z
S
pˆj(ω, z = L˜)dω, (3.3)
where the search point is (xS, z˜S) with z˜S = L˜+ zS.
A simple case is when the source term is time-harmonic, i.e. F (t,x) = δ(x−xsource)f(t)
with f(t) = e−iω0t and
fˆ(ω) = 2piδ(ω − ω0).
Then the data set is reduced to {pˆj(ω0, z = L˜), j = 1, . . . , N(ω0)} and the Kirchhoff migra-
tion functional has the form
IKM(xS, zS) = 1
N(ω0)
N(ω0)∑
j=1
βj(ω0)φj(x
S)e−iβj(ω0)z
S
pˆj(ω0, z = L˜). (3.4)
We need to compute the mean of the imaging functional in order to characterize its res-
olution properties and its variance in order to characterize its stability properties. These
statistical moments depend on the moments of the propagator matrix which were studied
in [10, Propositions 20.6 and 20.8] or [11, Propositions 6.1 and 6.3].
Proposition 3.1. The first-order moments of the transmission coefficients have limits as
ε→ 0, which are given by
E[T εjl(ω)]
ε→0−−−→ 0, if j 6= l, (3.5)
E[T εjj(ω)]
ε→0−−−→ e−Dj(ω)L, otherwise. (3.6)
The second-order moments of the transmission coefficients have limits as ε→ 0, which are
given by
E[T εjj(ω)T
ε
ll(ω)]
ε→0−−−→ e−Qjl(ω)L, if j 6= l, (3.7)
E[T εjl(ω)T
ε
jl(ω)]
ε→0−−−→ T (l)j (ω,L), (3.8)
E[T εjl(ω)T
ε
mn(ω)]
ε→0−−−→ 0, otherwise. (3.9)
The functions T (l)j (ω, z) are the solutions of the system of linear equations
dT (l)j
dz
=
∑
n 6=j
Γ
(c)
jn (ω)
(
T (l)n − T (l)j
)
, T (l)j (ω, z = 0) = δjl. (3.10)
The positive coefficients Dj and Qjl and the matrix Γ
(c)
jn depend on the correlation function
of the random process ν. Furthermore, we have
sup
j,l
∣∣E[T εjl(ω)]∣∣ ≤ Ce−L/Lequip, sup
j,l
∣∣∣∣T (l)j (ω,L)− 1N
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ce−L/Lequip, (3.11)
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where Lequip is the equipartition distance for the mean mode powers introduced at the end
of Section 20.3.3 in [10] (or at the end of Section 4.2 in [11]).
The results on the first-order moments describe how the wave loses its coherence as it
propagates in the random waveguide. The results on the second-order moments describe
how the wave energy becomes equipartitioned on the waveguide modes.
When L is larger than the energy equipartition length Lequip, then the first-order mo-
ments of the transmission coefficients are vanishing. Based on this observation, we have
E
[IKM(xS, zS)] ≈ 0. (3.12)
It turns out that the fluctuations of the imaging functional are much larger than its mean.
This can be seen by studying the standard deviation of the imaging functional. When L is
larger than the energy equipartition length Lequip, then the second-order moments of the
transmission coefficients are vanishing except E[|T εjl|2] which converge to 1/N . Based on
this observation, the second-order moment of the imaging functional for a time-harmonic
source is:
E
[|IKM(xS, zS)|2] = |fˆ(ω0)|2Φ−1(xs)
N
[1
4
Φ1(x
S) +
(ω2σrN
4
)2
Φ−1(xr)|Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr)|2
+
(ω2σrN
4
)
ℑm(Ψ(xS,−zS;xr,−zr)Ψ(xS, zS;xr,−zr))], (3.13)
where, for any integer j, we have defined
Φj(x) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
βjnφ
2
n(x), (3.14)
Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
φn(xr)φn(x
S)eiβn(zr−z
S). (3.15)
The first term in the right-hand side of (3.13) is the contribution of the primary field.
The second term is the contribution of the secondary field. The third term is a crossed
contribution.
These results show that, when the waveguide is randomly perturbed and long enough
(longer than the equipartition distance), then the illumination of the reflector becomes
incoherent and Kirchhoff migration, which is based on coherent effects, gives a completely
unstable and noisy image.
The analysis is complete in the time-harmonic case. The analysis of the broadband case
(when the support of the source spectrum is not reduced to a single carrier frequency) goes
along the same line although it is necessary to use the asymptotic expressions of the two-
frequency second-order moments of the transmission coefficients (see [10, Proposition 20.7]
or [11, Proposition 6.3]): due to the loss of coherence, the mean of the imaging functional
is zero while its variance is not.
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4 Correlation-Based Imaging Functionals
In this section, we introduce a new imaging functional to localize the point reflector using
the scalar field recorded at the receiver array at z = L˜. This functional is based on the
correlation functions of the recorded signals, which we stress in the first subsection.
4.1 Correlation of the scalar field
Let A denote the positions of the receivers in the plane z = L˜. The data of scalar (pressure)
field recorded by the receivers are {pε(t, x, L˜) | t ∈ R, x ∈ A}. For simplicity, we have
assumed that the receivers record data at all time. From these data one can form the cross
correlation of the recorded field:
C(τ, x1, x2) =
∫
R
p(t, x1, L˜)p(t+ τ, x2, L˜)dt, x1, x2 ∈ A. (4.1)
In Fourier domain, it has the form:
C(τ, x1, x2) = 1
2pi
∫
R
pˆ(ω, x1, L˜)pˆ(ω, x2, L˜)e
−iωτdω, x1, x2 ∈ A. (4.2)
Using the decomposition pˆ = pˆp + pˆs in (2.24), we can decompose the above cross cor-
relation function into four parts. Let Cpp denote the cross correlation between the primary
fields at the two receivers. Thanks to the formula (2.26), it admits the expression
Cpp(τ, x1, x2) = 1
8pi
∫ N(ω)∑
j,l,m,n=1
1√
βlβnβjβm(ω)
T εjl(ω)T
ε
mn(ω)|fˆ(ω)|2φj(x1)φm(x2)
φl(xs)φn(xs)e
i(βm−βj)L˜e−iωτdω.
(4.3)
Let Cps denote the cross correlation between the primary field at the first receiver with
the secondary field at the second receiver. Recall that the secondary field contains infor-
mation about the waves emitted from the reflector at xr = (xr, z˜r), with z˜r = L˜ + zr. Due
to (2.26) and (2.28), it admits the expression
Cps(τ, x1, x2) =
∫ N(ω)∑
q,j,l,m,n=1
iω2σr
16piβq
√
βlβnβjβm(ω)
T εjl(ω)T
ε
mn(ω)|fˆ(ω)|2φj(x1)φq(x2)
φl(xs)φn(xs)φq(xr)φm(xr)e
i(βm−βj)L˜ei(βq+βm)zre−iωτdω.
(4.4)
Similarly, let Csp denote the cross correlation between the secondary field at the first
receiver with the primary field at the second receiver. One verifies that
Csp(τ, x1, x2) =
∫ N(ω)∑
q,j,l,m,n=1
−iω2σr
16piβq
√
βlβnβjβm(ω)
T εjl(ω)T
ε
mn(ω)|fˆ(ω)|2φq(x1)φm(x2)
φl(xs)φn(xs)φq(xr)φj(xr)e
i(βm−βj)L˜e−i(βq+βj)zre−iωτdω.
(4.5)
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Finally, the cross correlation between the secondary fields at the two receivers is much
smaller than those above and its contribution is ignored. We neglected also the contributions
from the error terms of the decomposition (2.24). These are justified because σr ≪ 1
consistently with the Born approximation.
Recall that the source in the acoustic model is due to the force F (t,x) = f(t)δ(x−xsource)
where xsource = (xs, 0) indicates the location of the source. In the rest of the paper, we will
consider two special cases as follows.
4.1.1 Cross correlation for broadband pulse
We first consider the case where the source is given by F (t,x) = f(t)δ(x− xsource) with
f(t) = f0(ε
αt)e−iω0t. (4.6)
Here, ω0 is the carrier frequency. In the Fourier domain, we have
fˆ(ω) =
1
εα
fˆ0
(ω − ω0
εα
)
.
Here, fˆ0 is assumed to be a function with compact support or fast decay.
When α ≥ 2 the bandwidth has no effect and the situation is equivalent to the time-
harmonic case that we address in the next section.
When α = (0, 2), the pulse is said to be broadband and the bandwidth plays a role in the
propagation in the waveguide for a propagation distance of the order of L˜ = L/ε2. Although
the analysis can be carried out in general, we restrict ourselves to the case α ∈ (1, 2) because
when α ≤ 1, the number of propagating modes N(ω) varies with ω over the bandwidth and
the analysis is a little bit more delicate. Nevertheless, the overall picture does not change
in the latter case.
Henceforth, α is a fixed number in the interval (1, 2). Let ω = ω0 + ε
αh. Then
fˆ(ω) =
1
εα
fˆ0(h), T
ε
jl(ω) = T
ε
jl(ω0 + ε
αh),
in terms of the new variable h. Further, we have the following Taylor expansions
βj(ω) = βj + ε
αβ′jh+ o(ε
α),
1√
βjβmβlβn(ω)
=
1√
βjβmβlβn
+O(εα).
Here, β′j is the derivative of βj at the carrier frequency ω0; further, the reduced wavenumber
βj is also evaluated at ω0. Using these formulas, the cross correlation functions become
Cpp(τ, x1, x2) ≈ 1
8piεα
∫ N∑
j,l,m,n=1
|fˆ0(h)|2√
βjβmβlβn
T εjl(ω0 + ε
αh)T εmn(ω0 + ε
αh)φj(x1)φm(x2)
φl(xs)φn(xs)e
i[βm(ω0+εαh)−βj(ω0+εαh)]L˜e−i(ω0+ε
αh)τdh,
Cps ≈
∫ N∑
q,j,l,m,n=1
iω20σr
16piβqεα
|fˆ0(h)|2√
βjβmβlβn
T εjl(ω0 + ε
αh)T εmn(ω0 + ε
αh)φj(x1)φq(x2)φl(xs)
φn(xs)φq(xr)φm(xr)e
i[βm(ω0+εαh)−βj(ω0+εαh)]L˜ei(βq+βm)zrei(β
′
q+β
′
m)ε
αhzre−i(ω0+ε
αh)τdh,
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Csp ≈
∫ N∑
q,j,l,m,n=1
−iω20σr
16piβqεα
|fˆ0(h)|2√
βjβmβlβn
T εjl(ω0 + ε
αh)T εmn(ω0 + ε
αh)φq(x1)φm(x2)φl(xs)
φn(xs)φq(xr)φj(xr)e
i[βm(ω0+εαh)−βj(ω0+εαh)]L˜e−i(βq+βj)zre−i(β
′
q+β
′
j)ε
αhzre−i(ω0+ε
αh)τdh.
4.1.2 Cross correlation with time-harmonic source
A simple case is when the source term is time-harmonic, i.e. F (t,x) = δ(x − xsource)f(t)
with f(t) = e−iω0t and
fˆ(ω) = 2piδ(ω − ω0).
In this case, the wave field has the form p(t, x, z) = pˆ(x, z;ω0)e
−iω0t. The definition of the
correlation function should be modified to
C(τ, x1, x2) := 1
T
∫ T
0
p(t, x1, L˜)p(t+ τ, x2, L˜)dt = e
−iω0τ pˆ(x1, L˜;ω0)pˆ(x2, L˜;ω0). (4.7)
The second equality holds because the integrand above is in fact independent of t. Using
the decomposition (2.24) and the expressions (2.26) and (2.28), we obtain the following
expressions for the cross correlations:
Cpp(τ, x1, x2) =1
4
N(ω0)∑
j,l,m,n=1
1√
βjβmβlβn
T εjl(ω0)T
ε
mn(ω0)φj(x1)φm(x2)
φl(xs)φn(xs)e
i(βm−βj)L˜e−iω0τ ,
Cps(τ, x1, x2) =
N(ω0)∑
q,j,l,m,n=1
iω20σr
8βq
1√
βjβmβlβn
T εjl(ω0)T
ε
mn(ω0)φj(x1)φq(x2)
φl(xs)φn(xs)φq(xr)φm(xr)e
i(βm−βj)L˜ei(βq+βm)zre−iω0τ ,
Csp(τ, x1, x2) =
N(ω0)∑
q,j,l,m,n=1
−iω20σr
8βq
1√
βjβmβlβn
T εjl(ω0)T
ε
mn(ω0)φq(x1)φm(x2)
φl(xs)φn(xs)φq(xr)φj(xr)e
i(βm−βj)L˜e−i(βq+βj)zre−iω0τ .
4.2 Imaging functionals using cross correlations
We are now ready to present the imaging functionals, which consist in migrating the cross
correlations of the recorded signals. The imaging functionals are designed according to the
settings of receiver arrays. We consider two cases.
Full aperture receiver array. The ideal case is when the receiver array spans the
whole cross section, i.e., A = D. Then given the data, for any pair of modes φj and φl, we
define
Cjl(τ) :=
∫
A
∫
A
C(τ, x1, x2)φj(x1)φl(x2)dx1dx2. (4.8)
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Due to the orthogonality of {φj}j=1,...,N , the function Cjl is the jl mode of the cross corre-
lation function C.
A search point for the reflector will be denoted as (xS, z˜S) where xS is its transversal
coordinate and z˜S = L˜+ zS is its axial coordinate. Equivalently, zS is the axial coordinate
starting from the receiver array. We define the imaging functional IFA as
IFA(xS, zS) = IFA+(xS, zS) + IFA−(xS, zS), (4.9)
IFA±(xS, zS) = ∓ i
N(ω0)2
N(ω0)∑
j,l=1
βjβl(ω0)φj(x
S)φl(x
S)Cjl
(
± z
S
ω0
(βj + βl)
)
. (4.10)
The choice of multiplication by βjβl is suggested from our analysis of the correlation func-
tions in the next section.
Limited aperture receiver array. A realistic situation is when the receiver array only
covers part of the transversal section, i.e., A = [a1, a2] for 0 < a1 < a2 < a. Consequently,
the exact jl component of the cross correlation cannot be extracted. In this case, we design
the following imaging functional ILA as
ILA(xS, zS) = ILA+(xS, zS) + ILA−(xS, zS), (4.11)
ILA±(xS, zS) = ∓ i
N(ω0)2
∫
A2
N(ω0)∑
j,q=1
φq(x1)φq(x
S)φj(x2)φj(x
S) (4.12)
×(∆x1 + k(ω0)2)(∆x2 + k(ω0)2)C
(
± z
S
ω0
(βq + βj), x1, x2
)
dx1dx2.
Again, these definitions of imaging functionals are based on the analysis of the correlation
functions in the next section. We remark also that it is possible to show that when A = D,
the second functional ILA is very close to IFA and we have in fact:
ILA±(xS, zS) |A=D= ∓ i
N(ω0)2
N(ω0)∑
j,l=1
β2j β
2
l (ω0)φj(x
S)φl(x
S)Cjl
(
± z
S
ω0
(βj + βl)
)
.
5 Resolution Analysis of the Imaging Functionals
In this section, we analyze the imaging functionals proposed above to search the reflectors
in the waveguide. Due to the random perturbations of the long section z ∈ [0, L˜] of the
waveguide, the values of the imaging functionals, which depend on the waveguide parameters
through the data, are random. Hence, we analyze the mean of the imaging functional and
show that it achieves its maximum at the reflector location. We also analyze how this mean
decays from its maximum; this information provides the resolution of the proposed imaging
functionals.
We emphasize that the above observation on the mean of the imaging functional itself
is not enough to claim that the functionals are effective, because it is not certain, a priori,
that the one realization in practice is well reflected by the mean. Statistical stability (i.e.,
the analysis of the fluctuations of the imaging functionals) is needed to secure this claim.
This will be investigated in the Section 6.
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5.1 The case of full aperture receiver array with time-harmonic sources
We first consider the ideal case where the receiver array A spans the whole cross section,
so the imaging functional IFA is chosen. The key tool for analysis of the mean of IFA is
Proposition 3.1.
As shown by Proposition 3.1, when L is larger than the energy equipartition length
Lequip, the main contribution from terms of E{T εjlT εmn} comes from when j = m and l = n.
Following this observation, we have the following limits for the cross correlations.
E{Cpp(τ, x1, x2)} → Φ−1(xs)
4
N∑
j=1
1
βj
φj(x1)φj(x2)e
−iω0τ ,
where Φ−1 is defined by (3.14) and we have also used the fact that T (l)j converges to 1/N
in the regime L≫ Lequip.
Following the same lines, we have
E{Cps(τ, x1, x2)} → iω
2
0σrΦ−1(xs)
8
N(ω0)∑
q,j=1
1
βjβq
φj(x1)φj(xr)φq(xr)φq(x2)e
i(βj+βq)zre−iω0τ ,
(5.1)
and
E{Csp(τ, x1, x2)} → −iω
2
0σrΦ−1(xs)
8
N(ω0)∑
q,j=1
1
βjβq
φq(x1)φq(xr)φj(xr)φj(x2)e
−i(βq+βj)zre−iω0τ .
(5.2)
In fact, the migration imaging functional IFA is designed from the above characterization
of the cross correlation function. From the calculations before, we find
E{Cjlpp(τ)} →
Φ−1(xs)
4βj
δjle
−iω0τ ,
where δjl is the Kronecker symbol. We also find
E{Cjlps(τ)} →
iω20σrΦ−1(xs)
8
1
βjβl
φj(xr)φl(xr)e
i(βj+βl)zre−iω0τ .
E{Cjlsp(τ)} →
−iω20σrΦ−1(xs)
8
1
βjβl
φj(xr)φl(xr)e
−i(βj+βl)zre−iω0τ .
Therefore, for a search point (xS, z˜S), with z˜S = L˜ + zS, we have the following. From
now on, λ = 2pi/k(ω0) denotes the carrier wavelength.
Proposition 5.1. If a≫ λ, zS, zr ≫ λ, and xS, xr ∈ (0, a), then
E
[IFA(xS, zS)] ≃ piω20σr
32a3
ℜe
{[∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos θei(η˜ cos θ+ξ˜ sin θ)dθ
]2}
, (5.3)
where we have introduced the normalized cross range offset ξ˜ = 2pi(xr − xS)/λ, and the
normalized range offset η˜ = 2pi(zr − zS)/λ.
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Therefore, the imaging functional IFA works well to detect the point reflector (xr, z˜r).
In particular we can see that both the range and cross-range resolutions are of the order of
the wavelength λ.
Proof. Note that a≫ λ means that N ≫ 1. Calculations show that
E
[IFA+(xS, zS)] → −iΦ−1(xs)
4N
[ 1
N
N∑
j=1
βjφ
2
j(x
S)e−i2βjz
S
]
+
ω20σrΦ−1(xs)
8
Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr)
2 − ω
2
0σrΦ−1(xs)
8
Ψ(xS, zS;xr,−zr)2, (5.4)
where Ψ and Φj are defined by (3.15) and (3.14). The first term does not contain infor-
mation about the reflector and can be viewed as background field. In fact, its contribution
is negligible because the fast oscillations in the complex exponential (zr, z
S ≫ λ) aver-
age out and there is an overall factor 1/N . For the second term, we can use an integral
approximation for the sum in the continuum limit (N ≫ 1). That is,
Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr) =
1
N
N∑
j=1
2
a
sin(
2pixS
λ
j
N
) sin(
2pixr
λ
j
N
)e
i2pi
√
1−( j
N
)2
(zr−z
S)
λ
=
1
aN
N∑
j=1
(
cos(
2pi(xr − xS)
λ
j
N
)− cos(2pi(xr + x
S)
λ
j
N
)
)
e
i2pi
√
1−( j
N
)2 zr−z
S
λ
≈ 1
a
∫ 1
0
(
cos(
2pi(xr − xS)
λ
y)− cos(2pi(xr + x
S)
λ
y)
)
ei2pi
√
1−y2 zr−zS
λ dy.
Since the phase becomes zero when zS = zr, this function peaks at z
S = zr and x
S = xr.
The integral considered above can be written as, with the second term neglected,
1
2a
∫ 1
0
ei(η˜
√
1−y2+ξ˜y) + ei(η˜
√
1−y2−ξ˜y)dy =
1
2a
∫ 1
−1
ei(η˜
√
1−y2+ξ˜y)dy
=
1
2a
∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos θei(η˜ cos θ+ξ˜ sin θ)dθ.
Similarly, the sum in the third term can be approximated by
Ψ(xS, zS;xr,−zr) ≈ 1
a
∫ 1
0
(
cos(
2pi(xr − xS)
λ
y)− cos(2pi(xr + x
S)
λ
y)
)
e−i2pi
√
1−y2 zr+zS
λ dy.
Note that this function does not have a peak comparable with the previous function. In fact,
stationary phase calculation shows that it is of order O(1/(a
√
k(zr + zS))) where k = 2pi/λ.
The evaluation of E[IFA−] follows the same lines:
E
[IFA−(xS, zS)] → iΦ−1(xs)
4N
[ 1
N
N∑
j=1
βjφ
2
j (x
S)ei2βjz
S
]
−ω
2
0σrΦ−1(xs)
8
Ψ(xS,−zS;xr, zr)2 + ω
2
0σrΦ−1(xs)
8
Ψ(xS,−zS;xr,−zr)2,(5.5)
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and we find a peak at zS = zr and x
S = xr.
Finally we have
Φ−1(xs) =
2
aN
N∑
j=1
β−1j sin
2(
2pixs
λ
j
N
)
N≫1≃ 1
a
∫ 1
0
1√
1− x2 dx =
pi
2a
, (5.6)
which completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 5.2. To eliminate the βj on the denominator, we multiplied by the exact βj factor in
constructing the imaging function. Alternatively, we can differentiate the cross correlation
function to remove the denominator; see (4.12). If we do so, the above approximation will
lead to the integral ∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos2 θei(η˜ cos θ+ξ˜ sin θ)dθ
in the square brackets of Eq. (5.3). This function should be compared with (5.7) in the
next section.
5.2 The case of limited aperture receiver array
Next, we consider the realistic setting where the receiver array only covers part of the
transverse section, namely A = (a1, a2) and 0 < a1 < a2 < a. For a search point (xS, z˜S),
with z˜S = L˜+ zS, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.3. If a2 − a1 ≫ λ, zS, zr ≫ a, and xS, xr ∈ (0, a), then
E
[ILA(xS, zS)] ≃ piω20k2σr(a2 − a1)2
32a5
ℜe
{[∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos2 θei(η˜ cos θ+ξ˜ sin θ)dθ
]2}
, (5.7)
where we have introduced the normalized cross range offset ξ˜ = 2pi(xr − xS)/λ, and the
normalized range offset η˜ = 2pi(zr − zS)/λ.
This proposition gives the form of the point spread function of the mean imaging func-
tional, that is the normalized form of the peak centered at the reflector location. The range
and cross-range widths of the peak are the range and cross-range resolutions. Since the
variables ξ˜ and η˜ are normalized with respect to the wavelength, we see that both the range
and cross-range resolutions are of order of the wavelength, which is the diffraction limit.
The form of the peak can can be seen in Figure 2 which plots the transverse and longitudinal
shapes of the point spread function
h(ξ˜) = ℜe
{[ ∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos2 θeiξ˜ sin θdθ
]2}
= pi2
J1(ξ˜)
2
ξ˜2
, (5.8)
g(η˜) = ℜe
{[ ∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos2 θeiη˜ cos θdθ
]2}
= pi2J ′1(η˜)
2 −
[ ∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos2 θ sin(η˜ cos θ)dθ
]2
,(5.9)
where we have used Formula 9.1.20 [1] to express h and g in terms of the Bessel function J1.
h and g are even functions maximal at 0 and stationary phase calculations also show that
h(ξ˜)
ξ˜≫1≃ pi1− sin(2ξ˜)
ξ˜3
, g(η˜)
η˜≫1≃ 2pi sin(2η˜)
η˜
.
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Figure 2: Plots of the functions g(η˜) and h(ξ˜) which give the normalized form of the point
spread function in the range direction (g(η˜), left picture) and in the cross range direction
(h(ξ˜), right picture).
Proposition 5.3 also shows that the resolution of the mean imaging functional does not
depend on the aperture of the array a2 − a1. This is a consequence of the waveguide
geometry, since multiple reflections at the boundaries of the waveguide generate multiple
replicas of the receiver array in the plane z = L˜, which gives an effective aperture that is
large enough to reach the diffraction limit.
Proof. Since the two functions above can be analyzed in the same manner, we focus on one
of them, namely ILA+. As before, the cross correlation C can be treated component-wise.
For the function ILA+, the main contribution comes from the primary-secondary component
Cps, which we focus on for the moment. Let I+ps denote this main term, i.e.
I+ps = − i
N2
∫
A2
N∑
j′,q′=1
φq′(x1)φq′(x
s
r)φj′(x2)φj′(x
s
r)
×(∆x1 + k2)(∆x2 + k2)Cps
( zS
ω0
(βq′ + βj′), x1, x2
)
dx1dx2.
Then from (5.1) and the fact that ∆x1φj = −λ2jφj and k2 = λ2j + β2j , we verify that
E[I+ps] −→ω
2
0σrΦ−1(xs)
8N2
N∑
q,j,q′,j′=1
βjβqφj(xr)φj′(x
S)φq(xr)φq′(x
S)ei(βj+βq)zre−i(βj′+βq′)z
S
×
∫
A2
φj(x1)φj′(x1)φq(x2)φq′(x2)dx1dx2.
If A = (0, a), the last integral will be δjj′δqq′ and we are back in the case of full aperture
array. In the current situation, this integral has to be dealt with more carefully. The above
limit can be further written as
ω20σrΦ−1(xs)
8
[ 1
N
N∑
j,j′=1
βjφj(xr)φj′(x
S)ei(βjzr−βj′z
S)
∫
A
φj(x1)φj′(x1)dx1
]2
. (5.10)
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Introducing the difference index l = j − j′, the double sum above can written in terms of j′
and l. The integral over x1 can be calculated explicitly as follows:∫
A
φj′+l(x1)φj′(x1)dx1 =
∫ a2
a1
2
a
sin(
(j′ + l)pix1
a
) sin(
j′pix1
a
)dx1
=
1
a
∫ a2
a1
cos(
pilx1
a
)− cos(pi(2j
′ + l)x1
a
)dx1
=
a2 − a1
a
[
cos(
pil(a2 + a1)
2a
)sinc(
pil(a2 − a1)
2a
)
− cos(pi(2j
′ + l)(a2 + a1)
2a
)sinc(
pi(2j′ + l)(a2 − a1)
2a
)
]
.
For most j′, the first term above dominates. Hence, the number of indices l’s so that the
above quantity is significant is roughly of order a/(a2 − a1).
Using the explicit expression φj(x) =
√
2/a sin(jpix/a), we rewrite the function inside
the brackets in (5.10) as∫
A
1
N
∑
j′,l
4βj′+l
a2
sin(
pi(j′ + l)xr
a
) sin(
pij′xS
a
) sin(
pi(j′ + l)x1
a
) sin(
pij′x1
a
)
eiβj′ (zr−z
S)ei(βj′+l−βj′)zrdx1.
Using the explicit expression βj =
√
k2 − (jpi/a)2 and the fact that the total number of
modes N is ⌊a/(λ/2)⌋ = ⌊ak/pi⌋ and assuming that ak/pi is an integer for simplicity, we see
that for l≪ N ,
βj′+l − βj′ ≈ − k
2
βj′
j′
N
l
N
. (5.11)
Using this expansion and some trigonometric identities, we approximate the integral above
by ∫
A
∑
j′,l
4βj′+l
a2N
[
sin(
pij′xr
a
) cos(
pilxr
a
) + cos(
pij′xr
a
) sin(
pilxr
a
)
]
sin(
pij′xS
a
)e
−i k2
β
j′
j′
N
l
N
zr
×
[
sin2(
pij′x1
a
) cos(
pilx1
a
) + cos sin(
pij′x1
a
) sin(
pilx1
a
)
]
ei2pi
√
1−( j′
N
)2 zr−z
S
λ dx1.
Defined η = zS − zr and ξ = xS − xr. Substitution of some further trigonometric identities
transform the above integral into∫
A
1
a2N
∑
j′,l
βj′+l
{(
cos(
pij′ξ
a
) cos(
pilxr
a
) + sin(
pij′ξ
a
) sin(
pilxr
a
)
)
cos(
pilx1
a
) +R(j′, ξ, l)
}
ei2pi
√
1−( j′
N
)2 η
λ e
−i j′/N√
1−(j′/N)2
(kzr
N
)l
dx1.
(5.12)
Here, R(j′, ξ, l) consists of products of trigonometric functions, and for each product, one
of the trigonometric functions is evaluated at pij′xr/a, pij′x1/a or pij′(xr+xS)/a. Assuming
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that xr/a and x1/a are of order one, we observe that comparing with pij
′ξ/a, which is
explicitly written above and in which ξ can be of order much smaller than one, pij′xr/a
varies much faster as j′ varies. In other words, pij′xr/a can be viewed as a fast variable,
and pij′ξ/a with ξ ≪ a is a slow variable. Similarly, in the expression of the complex
potentials and βj′+l for fixed l, the variable j
′/N with N ≫ 1 involved is also a slow variable.
Consequently, the contribution of R(j′, ξ, l) to the sum over j′ is negligible comparing with
those of the terms explicitly written. This two-scale analysis also shows that the above
integral is much smaller for large ξ comparing with ξ ≪ a.
We consider the regime N ≫ 1, and use the continuum approximation to rewrite the sum
over j′ as an integral with respect to the variable t = j′/N . We further assume 1≪ l ≪ N ,
which is equivalent to say a≫ (a2−a1)≫ λ; the second relation validates the linearization
(5.11) and allows us replacing βj′+l by βj′ , while the first relation justifies the usage of
Poisson summation formula∑
l
cos(
pilxr
a
) cos(
pilx1
a
)e
−ipi t√
1−t2
( zr
a
)l
=
pi
2
∑
m∈Z
[
δ(
pi(xr + x1)
a
− pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi)
+δ(
pi(xr − x1)
a
− pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi) + δ(
pi(xr − x1)
a
+
pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi)
+δ (
pi(xr + x1)
a
+
pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi)
]
and ∑
l
sin(
pilxr
a
) cos(
pilx1
a
)e
−ipi t√
1−t2
( zr
a
)l
=
pi
2i
∑
m∈Z
[
δ(
pi(xr + x1)
a
− pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi)
+δ(
pi(xr − x1)
a
− pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi)− δ(pi(xr − x1)
a
+
pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi)
−δ (pi(xr + x1)
a
+
pit√
1− t2
zr
a
+ 2mpi)
]
Note that we have used the fact that k/N = pi/a again. For each fixedm, let δα(x1, xr; zr,m),
α = 1, · · · , 4, denote the four Dirac distributions. Define also η˜ = 2piη/λ, ξ˜ = 2piξ/λ; Then
we have cos(pij′ξ/a) = cos(ξ˜t); the integral above becomes
kpi
2a2
∫ 1
0
√
1− t2
[ ∫
A
ei(
√
1−t2η˜−tξ˜) ∑
m∈Z
(δ1 + δ2)(x1, xr; zr,m)
+ei(
√
1−t2η˜+tξ˜) ∑
m∈Z
(δ3 + δ4)(x1, xr; zr,m)dx1
]
dt.
If we extend the domain of t to (−1, 1), the above integral simplifies to
kpi
2a2
∫ 1
−1
√
1− t2
[ ∫
A
ei(
√
1−t2η˜+tξ˜) ∑
m∈Z
(δ3 + δ4)(x1, xr; zr,m)
]
dt.
Integrate over x1 first. The two Dirac distributions restrict the range of integration of t to
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the following intervals respectively:
(a1 + 2ma)− xr
zr
≤ t√
1− t2 ≤
(a2 + 2ma)− xr
zr
,
(−a2 + 2ma)− xr
zr
≤ t√
1− t2 ≤
(−a1 + 2ma)− xr
zr
.
To interpret these conditions, imagine that the boundaries of the waveguide are two mirrors,
then the array (a1, a2) has an image (−a2,−a1) in the lower mirror; the two mirrors then
generate a replica of images (a1+2ma, a2+2ma) and (−a2+2ma,−a1+2ma). If we define
an angle θ by
θ = arctan
t√
1− t2 , t ∈ (−1, 1),
then the above restrictions of the Dirac measures can be restated as
arctan
xr + a1 + 2ma
zr
≤ θ ≤ arctan xr + a2 + 2ma
zr
,
arctan
xr − a2 + 2ma
zr
≤ θ ≤ arctan xr − a1 + 2ma
zr
.
The first one restrict the angle θ to those formed by the reflector and the array (a1, a2) and
the images of this array. The second set restrict the angle θ to those formed by the reflector
and the image array (−a2,−a1) and the replicas.
To analyze the resulting integral, we consider the simplest set-up where: (a1, a2) is
centered in the cross section; the reflector is also centered in the cross range direction, i.e.
xr = a/2. Further we assume the large distance regime zr ≫ a.
In such a setting, with the notation ac = (a1 + a2)/2 and w = (a2 − a1)/2, the integral
above boils down to
k
2a
∑
m∈Z
∫ arctan(ma+ac+w−xr)/zr
arctan(ma+ac−w−xr)/zr
cos2 θei(η˜ cos θ+ξ˜ sin θ)dθ.
Since w ≪ zr, for each fixed m, the integral is over a very small angle section. Hence
we can approximate the integral by the value at mean angle times the length of the angle
section. The mean angle θm in the angle section is arctanma/zr. We further check that
cos θm = 1/
√
1 + (ma/zr)2. Consequently, with a/zr set to △x, the sum becomes
k
2a
2w
zr
zr
a
∞∑
m=−∞
exp{i(η˜ +m△xξ˜)(
√
1 + (m△x)2)−1}
(1 + (m△x)2)2 △x
≈ k
2a
a2 − a1
a
∫ ∞
−∞
eiη˜/
√
1+x2+iξ˜x/
√
1+x2
(1 + x2)2
dx =
k
2a
a2 − a1
a
∫ pi
2
−pi
2
cos2 θeiη˜ cos θ+iξ˜ sin θdθ.
Finally, let us verify that the primary-primary and secondary-primary cross correlations
do not have significant contributions to the imaging functional ILA+. Let I+pp and I+sp
denote these two terms respectively. Similar to (5.10), the expectation of I+sp converges,
as ε→ 0, to
−ω
2
0σrΦ−1(xs)
8
[ 1
N
N∑
j,j′=1
βjφj(xr)φj′(x
S)e−i(βjzr+βj′z
S)
∫
A
φj(x1)φj′(x1)dx1
]2
. (5.13)
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This function has the same form of (5.10) and can be analyzed in the same way. The key
of these two functions is that the phase function in I+sp is a sum. As a result, the variable
η in (5.12) cannot be defined and have to be replaced by zr + z
S which is of order a. This
renders ei2pi
√
1−(j′/N)2(zr+zS)/λ fast varying no matter how close zS is to zr. Due to the
averaging of fast oscillations, there is no significant contribution from I+sp.
For the primary-primary component, the analog to (5.10) reads
E
[I+pp] −→ −iΦ−1(xs)
2a
∑
j
β3j
[ ∫
A
φj(x1)
1
N
∑
j′
sin(
2pix1
λ
j
N
)e−2pi
√
1−( j′
N
)2 z
S
λ dx1
]2
. (5.14)
Again, in the sum over j′, only fast variables are involved. In the regime N ≫ 1, the
contribution of the function above is negligible.
The term ILA− can be analyzed similarly. Combining the main contributions in ILA+
and ILA−, we obtain the desired result. 
5.3 Imaging with Broadband Sources
As we will see in Section 6, the imaging functionals are not statistical stable if the source
is time-harmonic. Hence it is required to consider a broadband source (4.6). We show that
the results obtained above for the means of imaging functionals apply to the broadband
setting as well.
Using Proposition 3.1, the main contribution of the two moment of mode coupling matrix
at the same frequency comes from the case when j = m and l = n. Therefore,
E εαCpp(τ, x1, x2) −→Φ−1(xs)
4
N∑
j=1
φj(x1)φj(x2)
βj
lim
ε→0
e−iω0τ
1
2pi
∫
|fˆ0(h)|2e−iεατhdh.
Similarly, for the primary-secondary field, we have
E εαCps(τ, x1, x2) −→iω
2
0Φ−1(xs)σr
8
N∑
q,j=1
φj(x1)φj(xr)φq(x2)φq(xr)
βqβj
× lim
ε→0
ei(βq+βj)zre−iω0τ
1
2pi
∫
|fˆ0(h)|2ei(β
′
q+β
′
j)ε
αhzre−iε
αhτdh.
For the secondary-primary field, we have
E εαCps(τ, x1, x2) −→−iω
2
0Φ−1(xs)σr
8
N∑
q,j=1
φq(x1)φq(xr)φj(x2)φj(xr)
βqβj
× lim
ε→0
e−i(βq+βj)zre−iω0τ
1
2pi
∫
|fˆ0(h)|2e−i(β
′
q+β
′
j)ε
αhzre−iε
αhτdh.
From these limits, we see that as long as zr, the distance between the reflector and the
array is much smaller than ε−α, the integral in h above can be approximated by the energy
of the source (square L2 norm of f0). The rest parts of the limiting expectation of the
cross correlation functions are exactly the same as the time-harmonic case. Consequently,
the resolution analyses in the previous subsections based on the mean value of the cross-
correlation migration imaging functionals remain the same.
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6 Stability Analysis of the Imaging Functionals
The key tool is the following proposition which analyzes the asymptotic behavior of the
fourth-order moment of the transmission coefficients in the limit ε → 0; see [10, Section
20.9.3] or [11, Section 8.4].
Proposition 6.1. The expectation of four transmission coefficients at the same frequency
has a limit as ε→ 0. In the regime L≫ Lequip we have
lim
ε→0
E[T εjlT
ε
mnT
ε
j′l′T
ε
m′n′ ]
L≫Lequip≃

2
N(N+1) if (j, l) = (m,n) = (j
′, l′) = (m′, n′) ,
1
N(N+1) if (j, l) = (m,n) 6= (j′, l′) = (m′, n′) ,
1
N(N+1) if (j, l) = (m
′, n′) 6= (j′, l′) = (m,n) ,
0 otherwise .
Let α ∈ (0, 2) and h 6= 0. The expectation of four transmission coefficients at two frequencies
ω and ω + εαh has a limit as ε→ 0. In the regime L≫ Lequip we have
lim
ε→0
E[T εjlT
ε
mn(ω)T
ε
j′l′T
ε
m′n′(ω+ε
αh)]
L≫Lequip≃
{
1
N2
if (j, l) = (m,n) and (j′, l′) = (m′, n′) ,
0 otherwise .
The previous section shows that the mean of the imaging functional has a peak centered
at the reflector location. The width of the peak is of the order of the wavelength. However,
the imaging functional will give the reflector location only if it is statistically stable, that
is to say, if the standard deviation of the fluctuations of the imaging functional is smaller
than the mean amplitude of the peak.
6.1 Time-harmonic case
We address the full aperture case in which the imaging functional is defined by (4.10). By
using (5.4-5.5) the mean of the imaging functional is
E
[IFA(xS, zS)] = ω20σr
4
Φ−1(xs)
{
ℜe(Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr)2)+O( 1
kzS
)
+O
( 1
Nω20σr
)}
, (6.1)
where Φj and Ψ are defined by (3.14) and (3.15). Here:
- The term with the real part comes from the contributions of the cross correlation of
secondary (reflected) and primary waves Cps and Csp that contain Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr) (second
term in (5.4)) or Ψ(xS,−zS;xr,−zr) (third term in (5.5)).
- The term O(1/(kzS)) comes from the contributions of the cross correlation of secondary
(reflected) and primary waves Cps and Csp that contain Ψ(xS,−zS;xr, zr) or Ψ(xS, zS;xr,−zr)
(third term in (5.4) and second term in (5.5)). In such a case there are at least a product
of two these terms, which gives the 1/(kzS) decay.
- The term O(1/(Nω20σr)) comes the contributions of the cross correlation of primary waves
Cpp (the first terms in (5.4) and in (5.5)).
The expression (6.1) is valid provided N is large enough so that Nω20σr ≫ 1. Then it
is true that the mean imaging functional is dominated by the first term in the right hand
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side, which is a peak centered at the reflector location. The mean amplitude of the peak at
the reflector location is
Ppeak =
ω20σr
4
Φ−1(xs)Φ0(xr)2.
In the continuum approximation N ≫ 1, we have (5.6) and
Φ0(xr) =
2
aN
N∑
j=1
sin2(
2pixr
λ
j
N
)
N≫1≃ 1
a
, (6.2)
and therefore
Ppeak =
piω20σr
8a3
. (6.3)
The second moment of the imaging functional can be computed using Proposition 6.1
in the regime ε≪ 1 and L≫ Lequip.
E
[|IFA(xS, zS)|2] = N
N + 1
∣∣E[IFA(xS, zS)]∣∣2
+
ω40σ
2
rN
32(N + 1)
Φ2−1(xs)
{
Φ1(x
S)Φ−1(xr)|Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr)|2
+ℜe(Ψ(xS, zS;xr, zr)4)+O( 1
kzS
)
+O
( 1
N2ω40σ
2
r
)}
. (6.4)
Here:
- The term O(1/(kzS)) comes from the contributions of the cross correlation of secondary
(reflected) and primary waves Cps and Csp that contain Ψ(xS,−zS;xr, zr) or Ψ(xS, zS;xr,−zr)
(in such a case there are at least a product of two these terms, which gives the 1/(kzS)
decay).
- The term O(1/(Nω20σr)
2) comes from the contribution of the cross correlation of primary
waves Cpp that can be computed in a more quantitative way:
O
( 1
N2ω40σ
2
r
)
=
4
N2ω40σ
2
r
Φ1(x
S)2 + o
( 1
N2ω40σ
2
r
)
.
The variance of the imaging functional at the reflector location is therefore
Var
(IFA(xr, zr)) = P 2peak{12 + 12 Φ1(xr)Φ−1(xr)Φ20(xr) +O( 1kzS )+O( 1N2ω40σ2r )
}
.
In the continuum approximation N ≫ 1, we have (5.6), (6.2), and
Φ1(xr) =
2
aN
N∑
j=1
βj sin
2(
2pixr
λ
j
N
)
N≫1≃ 1
a
∫ 1
0
√
1− x2dx = pi
4a
, (6.5)
and therefore
Var
(IFA(xr, zr)) = P 2peak{12 + 12 pi28 }. (6.6)
To summarize:
1) The typical amplitude of the fluctuations of the imaging functional for (xS, zS) = (xr, zr)
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(i.e. at the reflector location) is Ppeak (as shown by (6.6)).
2) The typical amplitude of the fluctuations of the imaging functional for |(xS, zS) −
(xr, zr)| ≫ λ0 (i.e. away from the reflector location) is Ppeak
(
(λ0/|zS − zr|)1/2 ∧ (λ0|xS −
xr|)3/2 + λ20/(Nσr)
)
(as shown by (6.4)).
The second result shows that the fluctuations of the image far from the main peak
location are of the order of λ20/(Nσr) relatively to the amplitude of the main peak. They
are due to the contributions of the primary cross correlation. Provided the number of modes
is large enough N ≫ λ20/σr, they are small.
The first result shows that the amplitude of the peak at the reflector location has rel-
ative fluctuations of order one. This is due to the fact that the reflector is illuminated by
a field whose amplitude is randomly spatially varying, so that the reflected energy is pro-
portional to the squared amplitude of the primary field at the reflector location, which is
a random quantity. This is the origin of the statistical instability in the time-harmonic case.
6.2 Broadband case
We know that the frequency coherence radius Ωc in a waveguide with length L/ε
2 is of the
order of ε2 (see [10, Proposition 20.7] or [11, Proposition 6.3]). As a result, as soon as a
broadband source with a bandwidth larger than Ωc is used, then the field is the superposition
of decorrelated frequency components. As a consequence the field is self-averaging in the
time domain.
More exactly, from the expressions of the cross correlations in the broadband case given
in Subsection 4.1.1, the mean and the variance of the imaging functional are of the form
E
[IFA(xS, zS)] = ∫ dh|fˆ0(h)|2 ∑
j,l,m,n
E
[
T εjlT
ε
mn(ω0 + ε
αh)
]
cj,l,m,n(x
S, zS),
Var
(IFA(xS, zS)) = ∫∫ dhdh′|fˆ0(h)|2|fˆ0(h′)|2 ∑
j,l,m,n,j′,l′,m′,n′{
E
[
T εjlT
ε
mn(ω0 + ε
αh)T εj′l′T
ε
m′n′(ω0 + ε
αh′)
]
−E[T εjlT εmn(ω0 + εαh)]E[T εj′l′T εm′n′(ω0 + εαh′)]}cj,l,m,n(xS, zS)cj′,l′,m′,n′(xS, zS),
where cj,l,m,n(x
S, zS) is a shorthand for the deterministic coefficient that contains the phase
and mode amplitudes.
First, since E
[
T εjlT
ε
mn(ω0 + ε
αh)
]
is independent on h to leading order (because α > 0),
the mean satisfies
E
[IFA(xS, zS)]broadband ∼ E[IFA(xS, zS)]narrowband,
as already noticed.
Second, the term in the curly brackets in the expression of the variance is vanishing if
εα|h−h′| is larger than the frequency coherence radius Ωc. So the double integral in (h, h′)
is reduced to a domain that has the form of a thin diagonal band, whose thickness is limited
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by the frequency coherence radius Ωc. As a result we obtain that
Var
(IFA(xS, zS)) ∼ ∫∫
εα|h−h′|≤Ωc
dhdh′|fˆ0(h)|2|fˆ0(h′)|2
∑
j,l,m,n,j′,l′,m′,n′{
E
[
T εjlT
ε
mn(ω0)T
ε
j′l′T
ε
m′n′(ω0)
]
−E[T εjlT εmn(ω0)]E[T εj′l′T εm′n′(ω0)]}cj,l,m,n(xS, zS)cj′,l′,m′,n′(xS, zS),
or more simply
Var
(IFA(xS, zS))broadband ∼ Var(IFA(xS, zS))narrowbandΩcB ,
where B ∼ εα is the bandwidth of the source that is larger than the frequency coherence
radius Ωc ∼ ε2. We had seen that the use of broadband sources does not affect the resolution
of the imaging functional but it ensures its statistical stability. Provided the bandwidth is
larger than the frequency coherence radius, the typical amplitude of the fluctuations of the
imaging functional is smaller than the amplitude Ppeak of the main peak at the reflector
location, and therefore the reflector can be localized.
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that migration of the cross correlations of the data recorded
by a passive receiver array can allow for diffraction-limited imaging of the reflector in a
random waveguide even though the sources are very far from the reflector, provided the
receivers are close enough from it. The statistical stability of the imaging functional is
ensured by the use of broadband sources. The resolution properties are ensured by the
waveguide geometry: even when the receiver array does not span the whole cross section of
the waveguide, the width of the point spread function of the imaging functional is of the
order of the wavelength, provided the diameter of the array is larger than the wavelength.
This paper has addressed the case of a two-dimensional waveguide with Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions, but the conclusions should be qualitatively the same for fairly general situ-
ations, when addressing three-dimensional waveguides, with Neumann, Dirichlet or mixed
boundary conditions, with random fluctuations of the index of refraction or of the bound-
aries as in [2, 15].
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